
“The Aesthetic Self: Imagination and Inspiration for Creativity”
-Notes written by April Shen on April 07, 2015 for the lecture

In this 40-minute’s lecture, April will take you through the power of imagination, 
exploring ways to inspire and wake the creativity within oneself.
Photos of artworks will be presented through Power Point as well as April’s 
animation work.

Topics covered in the lecture will include Chinese art, April’s poetry and writing, 
and other artistic work that leads to a path of new discovery.

Note: Material was prepared for a much longer lecture

Lecture Content

1. The meaning of “the Aesthetic Self”

When it comes to the meaning of “Aesthetics”, here it includes both “born with” 
and “trained” aspect of one's ability in feeling and working with aesthetics. The 
focus today is about how to train oneself with approaches in gaining access to 
greater ( inner) aesthetics that will not only benefit one’s creative process, but also
in bringing out one’s potential best in creativity.

While the title focuses on the “self”, it implies that aesthetics is embedded in the 
eye of the behold. If that’s the case, then, why are we here today? 

Allow me today to take you through, step by step, some photos of beautiful 
artworks and some of my own writings as well, through creative processes, using 
the powerful imagination as a tool, to find that niche in each person that helps to 
inspire and shape your expressiveness.

(First, show animation work “the healing heart”) 

2. Creative Process and Creativity 

Two big elements: Imagination and Inspiration

What is imagination? (Take answers from the attendees)

How do you get inspired? Do you get inspired by the help of the outside 
circumstances or outside objects? Or do you go inward to find the right answer?



When creating something, how do you gauze or bridge in between the internal 
self to the outer world? Are you always successful?  How do you make 
connection between your everyday life and your creative process? How is your 
energy level when you are in the process of creating something?

The process vs. destination

The approach vs. techniques/ skills

3. Other Approaches

Observation
-Show photos of Chinese artworks 

Engaging
- Share April’s experience in coming up with Bee Art Space drawing & bee poem
both created on the plane to Taiwan in 2009

The boundary (Opening the boundary)
-Rather than avoiding obstacles, opening your heart and broadening your mind, 
allowing yourself to go through the process needed to gain access to the greater 
internal strength. How do we do that? For example: change your perspectives 
(examples of half cup of water).

Knowledge (knowledge-based learning)

The confidence
-Read from notes written in February 2015 on plane trip

The fun
-We are talking about having interest and passion for some things; we are also 
talking about being observant and being engaged. When one observes, one 
becomes engaged. When one is engaged in whatever he or she is doing, that’s 
when all the fun starts to come in.

4. Applicable everyday practices that help to get into the routine 
& the mood

-Such as meditating and breathing exercise as well as other exercises, such as 
slowing down internally and to take time to be part of your integral self (Offer 
breathing exercises and other exercises for slowing down oneself).



Imagination

-Be bold and daring to think outside of normal boundary
-Keep your mind open and empty to allow images to come in. Don’t say no.
-Don’t be afraid of the unusual thought. Nothing is too far out when comes to 
imagination.
-Get there. Go extra step, be there. Be there, stay, and leave.
-Watch more examples and learn. Indulge in the good examples.
-Learn how to make connection with opportunities arise that offer imagination.
-Be at a place or your niche more often where you are comfortable and relaxed to 
indulge yourself in imagination.

Inspiration

-Recognize the opportunity to set out the artistic action.
-Allow yourself to be inspired. Go with the flow.
-Grabbing something that’s not quite there. Either drag it out or be patient and 
keep allowing it to come.
-Use something from before.
-Take a good part even if it’s a small part. Recognize in every step something 
good or useful about it even if it’s not perfect or whole.
-Pass the limitation if you are inspired. Allow yourself to be even more inspired.

Creativity

-Creativity is like a small path in the mountain without foot prints. When stepped 
on, a road is created. The more it is walked on, the more clear the path is.


